Notes of theme group meeting 06.06.16

Members; Brian Clapham (BC), Anthony Hannant (AH), John Wiggins (JW), David Steel (DS), Jane Robson (JR)

Attending; John Martin (JM) (YourLocale)

1. JR to send emails addresses of group to John Martin
2. JW will talk with Graham and Stuart Gowling to access local information about the fields around the parish and hopefully encourage them to support the groups work. DS to talk to Reg Morris.
3. JR to contact Skanska about the environmental sites that they have created.
4. JM will share the designation criteria with the group so that there can be discussion about which sites around the village will meet the criteria for conservation and protection.
5. JR to register the PC with online mapping service
6. JM reminded the group about the need to link with the housing theme group so that policies can be jointly developed to meet environmental ‘standards’ (ie sustainable drainage systems)
7. There was some general discussion about windfarm development and about whether Lilbourne might be developing an NP and whether there are shared issues (JR to enquire)
8. Next meeting June 14th 7.30pm Village Hall